Background: Measured resection and gap balancing are two distinct methods for proper femoral component alignment in total knee arthroplasty. Decision-making between the two techniques is controversial. The aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to compare measured resection and gap balancing with regard to the radiological and clinical benefits, and to examine whether this change the conclusions from previous trails. Methods: A systematic literature search of the medical literature from January 1990 to February 2015 was performed. We selected six randomized controlled trials and five prospective cohort studies comparing gap balancing and measured resection in patients undergoing primary total knee arthroplasty. Data from included studies were pooled with use of fixed-effects and random-effects models with standard mean differences and risk ratios for continuous and dichotomous variables, respectively. Heterogeneity across studies was assessed with calculation of the I 2 statistic. Results: A total of 857 knees from 11 trials were included. Four hundred and forty-one knees were treated with gap balancing and 416 were treated with measured resection. In contrast to previous studies, we found that gap balancing demonstrated better patient-reported outcomes with regard to Knee Society score for pain (WMD 2.75, p = 0.004) and Knee Society score for function (WMD 5.47, p < 0.0001) at two-year follow-up. Gap balancing showed more precise limb alignment in terms of post-operative value of mechanical axis (WMD 0.40°, p = 0.01) and risk of mechanical alignment outliers (RR 0.350, p < 0.0001). However, gap balancing was associated with more joint line elevation (WMD 1.27 mm, p < 0.0001) and longer operative time (WMD 16.18 min, p < 0.0001). No significant difference was observed in rotation of the femoral component (p = 0.07).
Background
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) has shown to portend good long-term survivorship and excellent patient satisfaction [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, about 6 % of primary TKAs fail within 10 years and require revision surgery, of which incorrect soft tissue balancing is a major cause [5] . There are two distinct methods for proper femoral component alignment reported in the literature: measured resection (MR) and gap balancing (GB) [6] . In the measured resection technique, bone landmarks are used to guide resections equal to the distal and posterior thickness of the femoral component. In the gap balancing technique, equal collateral ligament tension in flexion and extension is used as a guide to final bone cuts [7] .
Decision-making regarding gap balancing versus measured resection during TKA is controversial. Most of the literature compares femoral component rotation and kinematics [4, 8, 9] . Patient-reported outcome is an important aspect of clinical decision-making during TKA [10] . Previous studies have compared patient-reported outcomes between the two techniques, and in those series, no difference has been observed [11] [12] [13] . However, the interpretation in those series was limited by inclusion of participants with discrepant pathologies and small sample sizes of participants [13] . Two systematic reviews of gap balancing versus measured resection have been published [6, 7] . However, the two reviews based their conclusions primarily on descriptive summaries, included observational studies and did not perform meta-analyses. Moreover, since the publication of those studies, several randomized controlled trials have been conducted and published [14] [15] [16] .
For these reasons, we performed a systematic literature review and meta-analysis to derive a more precise estimation of the comparison between gap balancing and measured resection technique. We hypothesized that gap balancing would be associated with better overall patient-reported outcomes. Utilizing pooled data and meta-analysis, we compared gap balancing with measured resection in terms of radiological and clinical benefits as indicated by the currently available evidence.
Methods

Literature review
Eligible studies for this meta-analysis were randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or prospective cohort studies comparing gap balancing with measured resection in terms of radiological and/or clinical outcomes. Inclusion criteria included reports comparing gap balancing and measured resection technique in patients undergoing primary TKAs, RCTs or prospective cohort studies, and English-language publication. Exclusion criteria included animal or cadaver studies. The most commonly used medical databases (Embase, Medline, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Web of Science) from January 1990 through February 2015 were queried with use of the terms "gap balancing technique" OR "gap-balancing" OR "gap-balancing technique" OR "gap technique" AND "measured resection" OR "measured resection technique" OR "measured-resection". These queries returned 37, 38, 35 and 48 results from the four databases respectively. Two reviewers also scanned the reference lists of the included articles for additional articles that met the inclusion criteria, and searched relevant meetings from 1990 to 2015 to identify unpublished reports. The quality of each study selected for inclusion was evaluated by two independent reviewers with the PEDro critical appraisal tool. This 11-item critical appraisal tool is designed to evaluate comparability between the groups, method of randomization, blinding and statistical analysis of RCTs. This instrument has previously demonstrated reliability and validity [17] .
Study design
Eleven studies met the inclusion criteria and were the focus of the present study. The studies were published between 2010 and 2014. Six of the studies represented Level-I evidence (RCTs), and five studies represented Level-II evidence (prospective cohort studies). Data were extracted from each eligible study using a standard form. Information retrieved from each study included authors, year of publication, study design, patient gender, mean age, sample size, prosthesis design, radiological and clinical outcomes and follow-up period. When necessary, attempts were made to contact the authors of the included studies to clarify reported data or to obtain missing data.
The primary outcome evaluated for this study was patient-reported outcomes, including Knee Society score (KSS) and Functional Knee Society score (FKSS). The secondary outcomes included: rotation of the femoral component, mechanical alignment, risk of mechanical alignment outliers, joint line elevation, operative time and complications. Rotation of the femoral component was defined as the angle between the surgical transepicondylar axis and the posterior condylar line on the axial post-operative CT images [8] . Mechanical alignment was defined as the angle between the mechanical axis of the femur and the mechanical axis of the tibia on the postoperative full-leg radiographs [18] . Mechanical alignment outlier was defined as post-operative value of the mechanical axis exceeding the ideal value of 180°by more than 3° [19] . Joint line elevation was defined as the difference between preoperative joint line and postoperative joint line [20] . Complications included: deep or superficial infection, deep vein thrombosis and stiff knee. Any discrepancies in data extraction between reviewers were resolved by mutual agreement.
Statistical analysis
All meta-analyses were performed with the Stata software (version10.0, StataCorp, Texas, USA) according to Cochrane Collaboration and Quality of Reporting of Meta-analyses guidelines. For continuous data, such as KSS and mechanical alignment, means and standard deviation (SD) were used to calculate a weighted mean difference (WMD) and 95% confidence interval (CI). For dichotomous data, such as mechanical alignment outliers, the risk ratio (RR) and 95% CI were calculated as the summary test. Pooled summary tests were calculated with use of a fixed-effect model if heterogeneity was not significant or with use of a random effect model if heterogeneity was significant. A P value on I 2 test of less than 0.10 was considered to be evidence of heterogeneity [21] . Sensitivity analyses were performed by sequentially leaving one study out to assess the consistency of results whenever possible. In addition, we assessed the impact of the quality of the study on the outcome, with a subgroup analysis performed in which randomized controlled trials were compared with prospective cohort studies. A probability of p < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
Results
A total of 158 potentially relevant studies were obtained from searches of the various electronic bibliographies. A further 15 papers were identified from relevant meetings. Twelve studies satisfied the eligibility criteria and were included in the review [8, 9, 11-13, 15, 16, 18-20, 22, 23] . Of these studies, the trial by Jong and colleagues with 64 patients was excluded, because it was not possible to extract sufficient information from the reported data [22] . Therefore, we included 11 papers involving 857 knees ( Fig. 1 ). Table 1 studies. Four hundred and forty-one knees were treated with gap balancing and 416 were treated with measured resection. The patients included were predominantly female, and majority of antecedent pathologies were osteoarthritis. The minimum duration of follow-up reporting patientreported outcomes was 2 years. The quality of these studies was evaluated with PEDro critical appraisal score and the exact outcome is summarized in the Table 2 . This indicated that there was considerable variability in the evidence base.
summarizes major characteristics of included
Six RCTs and five prospective cohort studies were identified. Of these, only three concealed the randomization procedure adequately [11, 15, 24] . Whilst surgeon blinding might have been inappropriate in these studies, seven studies did not blind their assessors to patient group [8, 9, 13, 14, 19, 20, 23] . The authors of five of the 11 studies clearly stated that their analysis was based on intention-totreat principles [9, 11, 13, 15, 18] .
Patient-reported outcomes
Four comparative studies reported outcomes of KSS and FKSS scores [9, [11] [12] [13] . One RCT reported outcomes of sixmonth KSS, and one RCT reported outcomes of six-month FKSS. A total of three RCTs reported outcomes of two-year KSS and FKSS, with 126 patients undergoing gap balancing and 126 patients undergoing measured resection. Therefore, the three RCTs were used to calculate the pooled results. Of the three RCTs, one RCT included participants with discrepant pathologies, and two other RCTs included patients uniformly with osteoarthritis. We excluded the trial with discrepant pathologies to conduct sensitivity analyses. The meta-analysis results of two-year KSS scores for pain showed that gap balancing resulted in better patients-reported outcomes compared with measured resection (WMD 2.72; 95% CI 0.12 to 5.31; p = 0.004; Fig. 2 ). There were also higher two-year KSS scores for function in gap balancing compared with measured resection (WMD 5.40; 95% CI 2.83 to 7.97; p < 0.0001; Fig. 3 ). Sensitivity analyses excluding the trail with discrepant pathologies did not change the results (Table 3 ) [13] . However, there was no statistical difference between the two groups in terms of six-month KSS scores for pain (MD -7.4; 95% CI − 38.14 to 23.34; p = 0.06) [9] and KSS scores for function (MD 5.4; 95% CI 3.9 to 6.9; p < 0.0001) [11] . 
Nikolaides [14] 
Rotation of the femoral component
A total of three studies [8, 14, 15] , including one RCT [15] and two prospective cohort studies [8, 14] , reported outcomes for rotation of the femoral component, with a total of 128 patients undergoing gap balancing and 134 undergoing measured resection. Subgroup analysis of femoral component rotation by study design was also conducted. For RCTs, gap balancing resulted in more external rotation than measured resection (WMD 1.00°; 95% CI 0.031 to 1.969°; p = 0.04). For prospective cohort studies, no significant difference was found between gap balancing and measured resection (WMD 0.27°; 95% CI − 0.470 to 1.010°; p = 0.48; I 2 = 57.0%). Results of overall effect showed no statistically significant difference between the two groups (WMD 0.54°; 95% CI − 0.05 to 1.13°; p = 0.07; I 2 = 46.0%; Table 4 ).
Post-operative value of mechanical axis
A total of four studies [8, 11, 18, 19] , including two RCTs [11, 18] and two prospective cohort studies [8, 19] , reported outcomes for post-operative value of mechanical axis, with a total of 235 patients undergoing gap balancing and 240 undergoing measured resection. Subgroup analysis by study design revealed that gap balancing resulted in more accurate alignment of mechanical axis in RCTs (WMD 0.68°; 95% CI 0.26-1.11°; p = 0.002; I 2 = 0%), but not in prospective cohort studies (WMD 0.11°; 95% CI -0.32-0.55°; p = 0.61; I 2 = 18.2%). Results of overall effect indicated that gap balancing had better alignment of mechanical axis (WMD 0.40°; 95% CI 0.10-0.71°; p = 0.01; I 2 = 41.6%; Table 4 ).
Risk of mechanical alignment outliers
A total of three studies [11, 18, 19] , including two RCTs [11, 18] and one prospective cohort study [19] , reported outcomes for risk of mechanical alignment outliers, with a total of 174 patients undergoing gap balancing and 155 undergoing measured resection. Subgroup analysis revealed that significant lower risk of outliers in gap balancing was found in RCTs (RR 0.375; 95% CI 0.202-0.696; p = 0.002; I 2 = 0.0%) and in prospective cohort study (RR 0.193; 95% CI 0.024-1.556; p = 0.122) separately. The overall likelihood of mechanical alignment outliers was significantly lower with the gap balancing than with the measured resection (RR 0.350; 95% CI 0.19-0.63; p < 0.0001; I 2 = 0.0%; Table 4 ).
Joint line elevation
Two RCTs [13, 15] and one prospective cohort study [19] comprising a total of 138 patients undergoing gap balancing and 148 undergoing measured resection reported outcomes for joint line elevation. Subgroup analysis indicated that gap balancing resulted in more joint line elevation in RCTs (WMD 1.319 mm; 95% CI 0.905-1.732 mm; p < 0.0001; I 2 = 0.0%) and in prospective cohort study (WMD 1.100 mm; 95% CI 0.285-1.915 mm; p = 0.008) respectively. Results of overall effect indicated that gap balancing was associated with significantly more joint line elevation (WMD 1.27 mm; 95% CI 1.64-1.96 mm; p < 0.0001; I 2 = 0.0%; Table 4 ).
Operative time
Two RCTs [11, 13] comprising a total of 100 patients undergoing gap balancing and 100 undergoing measured resection, and no prospective cohort study, reported outcomes for operative time. The operative time was significantly longer in the gap-balancing group (WMD 16.18 min; 95% CI 12.79-19.58 min; p < 0.0001; Fig. 4 ).
Complications
Only one RCT [11] comprising 70 patients undergoing gap balancing and 70 undergoing measured resection, reported the rate of complications. Complications included pin-track or superficial wound infection (1.4%), deep vein thrombosis (1.4%) and stiff knee (1.4%). The results indicated that there was no difference between the two groups with respect to the incidence of complications.
Discussion
The most important finding of this meta-analysis is that gap balancing was found to be superior to measured resection in regard to overall patient-reported outcomes at two-year follow-up. The KSS with gap balancing was 2.75 points higher than that obtained with measured resection (p = 0.004). The FKSS with gap balancing was 5.47 points higher than that obtained with measured resection (p < 0.0001). The results supported the hypothesis that gap balancing was associated with better overall patient-reported outcomes. Nonetheless, difference of 2.75 points in KSS and 5.47 points in FKSS may not be considered clinically meaningful [25] [26] [27] . In contrast, previous comparative studies indicated no statistical differences in KSS and FKSS between gap balancing and measured resection [9, 11-13, 28, 29] . As Table 1 demonstrates, those outcomes were measured in a small number of subjects. Accordingly, the conclusion in previous studies might be attributed to type II statistical error [30] . Although the moderate sample-size was appropriate to address project aims, larger cohorts might better detect clinically important differences [31] . In our meta-analysis, the large patient cohort (n = 192) provides sufficient statistical power to show differences in patient-reported outcomes between the two surgical strategies. Importantly, we observed no heterogeneity across trials for KSS or FKSS at two-year follow-up (I 2 = 0%). Different pathologies were reported to affect patient who reported pain with TKA [32] . It was reported that significant improvements were observed with greater impact in OA than RA after TKA [32, 33] . In this meta-analysis, we excluded the trial with different antecedent pathologies [13] . Sensitivity analyses limited to cohorts with uniform pathologies, however, yielded similar results (Table 3 ). Other meta-analysis also concluded that GB techniques were associated with Knee Society Scores and Knee Society Function scores. In a metaanalysis, eight randomized controlled trials were included. The meta-analysis showed that GB techniques resulted in statistically significant improvements in the restoration of mechanical and rotational alignment and mean Knee Society Scores and Knee Society Function scores 2 years post-operatively, but resulted in greater elevation of the position of the joint line [34] . Another meta-analysis conducted by Li S included 20 studies involving 2259 cases. The study showed that The GB technique was associated with statistically significant increases in the primary outcomes of KSS-function in 1 year. However, a mean difference of 2.12 points was below the minimal clinically important difference of 6 points. Secondary outcome assessments showed significantly decreased surgical time (mean difference, 16.18; P < .00001) for MR. Although statistically significant difference in favor of GB was identified in total outliers (risk ratio, 1.72, P = .0004), the 2 techniques were comparable in range of motion, Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis Index, femoral component rotation, complications, and revision rate [35] .
Comparable femoral rotational alignment was recorded in all three studies pooled for rotation of the femoral component [8, 14, 15] . However, results for rotation of the femoral component showed a higher level of heterogeneity (I 2 = 57%) in non-randomized studies. There was wide variability in pre-operative mean rotational alignment (0.8°internal rotation in GB and 1.2°internal rotation in MR in the study by Luyckx et al.; 5.9°external rotation in GB and 6.4°external rotation in MR in the study by Nikolaides et al.) in the two prospective cohort studies [8, 14] . We considered the physiological variability in preoperative mean rotational alignment to be the main factors in this large variation among studies generating substantial heterogeneity. A recent study showed that, with the measured resection technique with preoperative CT, the femoral component was externally rotated approximately 1 degree more than in the gap balancing or measured resection technique without preoperative CT [36] . GB techniques seem to be associated with more external rotation in femoral rotational alignment.
Gap balancing was able to achieve more precise coronal alignment. Post-operative values of mechanical axis were pooled from four studies [8, 11, 18, 19] , and we identified the non-randomized studies (I 2 = 18%) to be the most important source of heterogeneity. The most plausible reason for this heterogeneity is that the surgical methods were different between the two non-randomized studies (computer-assisted surgery versus conventional technique) [8, 19] . Computer-assisted surgery has been proved to improve the accuracy of implant positioning and extremity alignment [37] . Of the four studies, only the trail by Luyckx et al. performed TKA with conventional technique [8] . Risk of mechanical alignment outlier was pooled from three studies [11, 18, 19] , and showed no heterogeneity across trails (I 2 = 0%). Gap balancing was able to demonstrate more accurate limb alignment with fewer outliers than measured resection. Participants who underwent measured resection experienced a 2.9-fold increased risk of mechanical alignment outliers compared with gap balancing.
There are some disadvantages with gap balancing technique, including joint line elevation and protracted time of surgery. For joint line elevation, the results were more robust: estimates for both RCTs and prospective cohort studies pointed in the same direction and no heterogeneity was found across trails (I 2 = 0%) [13, 15, 19] . Gap balancing resulted in 1.27 mm more joint line elevation on average compared with measured resection. The raised joint line with gap balancing can be attributed to this technique's prioritization of gap symmetry [6, 38, 39] . Although not included in the meta-analysis, measured resection was found to be two-fold risky to suffer femoral condylar lift-off compared with gap balancing [23] . A significant disadvantage with gap balancing was found to be operative time [13, 25] . Gap balancing resulted in increased operative time by 16 min on average compared with measured resection. With gap balancing technique, surgeons operate with spacer blocks or ligament tensioners to obtain rectangular gap, which would need some extra time [16, 40, 41] . However, since we were unable to distinguish the results between experienced and inexperienced surgeons, it remained unclear whether this result can be ascribed to the increased operative time with gap balancing.
Recently, Daines et al. performed a systematic review of gap balancing versus measured resection technique in TKA [6] . The authors concluded that while measured resection techniques can be accurate in a majority of cases, exclusive use of this technique often results in flexion gap asymmetry and an increased incidence of femoral condylar lift-off. The gap balancing technique is less dependent on bony anatomy and can be used to provide more reproducible flexion gap stability [6] . The review by Springer et al. indicated that neither the gap balancing technique nor measured resection technique is definitively better than the other [7] . However, since the publication of those studies, several randomized controlled trials have been conducted and published. In our study, we focused on clinical outcomes and used patientreported outcomes as a primary end point.
To our acknowledgement, this is the first meta-analysis in the literature comparing gap balancing and measured resection technique. Furthermore, all authors were contacted to clarify areas of uncertainty and to provide unreported data, which consisted of unreported standard deviations. We successfully obtained required raw data of patientreported outcomes, making it possible to pool comparable outcome measurements from more studies and therefore to augment the quantity of evidence.
This meta-analysis has several limitations. The 11 included trails preformed TKA for a variety of diagnoses with variable durations of follow-up and variable outcome measures. Acceptable trials comparing gap balancing with measured resection in regard to patient-reported outcomes were limited to four studies. However, the large patient cohort was sufficient to find differences in patient-reported outcomes between the two groups. Second, moderate heterogeneity was observed in several secondary outcome measurements. Nonetheless, we were able to identify important heterogeneity sources such as different surgical methods and large physiological variations. We believed the pooling of comparable outcomes and the identification of sources of heterogeneity are the best option for meta-analysis. However, conclusions from these substantially heterogeneous outcomes should be interpreted with caution.
Conclusions
In summary, this meta-analysis indicated that gap balancing was able to achieve more precise coronal alignment with better short-term patient-reported outcomes compared with measured resection. The gap balancing and measured resection technique achieved comparable restoration of femoral rotational alignment. It should be taken into account that there are some drawbacks with gap balancing technique, including joint line elevation and prolonged time of surgery. Since KSS and WOMAC were the most common outcome instruments used in clinical trials of knee replacement, future randomized trials with the three outcome instruments are needed to define the patientreported outcomes between the two techniques. Furthermore, the difference in long-term patient-reported outcomes between the two techniques should be determined. Finally, the two surgical techniques both have important advantages and disadvantages. Another area for future research is the study of criteria that will allow physicians to select patients who are appropriate for gap balancing or measured resection technique.
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